MISTERY OF HOGAN’S DISAPPEARANCE BAFFLES I. L. A. OFFICIALS

Despite a barrage of stories and allusions, union leaders have failed to bring out the facts of the Hogan case. When the Voice went to press on the day after Hogan's disappearance, the only facts reported were that Hogan had boarded a plane heading for Chicago and had disappeared, leaving behind him no trace of his whereabouts. The Voice has been told by the Voice of the Federation that there is no evidence to support the theory that Hogan was shot or was suicides; and that there is no reason to believe that Hogan was a victim of murder or any other crime.

Major Problems Come Before Mass Session Of S. F. Maritime Workers

All Unions to Send Delegates to Scottish Rite Temple To Vote On List of Interesting Subjects for Discussion

Major problems facing members of the Maritime Federation were discussed at a meeting held in the Scottish Rite Temple last night. The meeting was held in the Scottish Rite Temple last night. The meeting was held in the Scottish Rite Temple last night.

The meeting will begin at 8 p.m. Admission will be free.

At the meeting the following speakers will address the audience:

1. Reports of delegates to Washington, D. C. on the resolutions presented to the American Federation of Labor.
2. Re-affirming previous de- resolutions presented to the American Federation of Labor.
3. Recommendations and se- resolutions presented to the American Federation of Labor.
4. Reports of organizations.
5. Recommendations and se- resolutions presented to the American Federation of Labor.
6. Reports of organizations.
7. Reports of the WPA Committee.
8. Reports of the WPA Committee.
9. Reports of the WPA Committee.
10. Reports of the WPA Committee.

The meeting will be open to all members of the Maritime Federation and all interested parties.

Union Men Vote For W.P.A. Strikers

Sailors, Cooks, Firemen Vote Solid Backing

Tales Are Al at Plantees Who Refuse Honest Election

Condemn, Fakers

Appraise Rank and File In Determination To Poll Leaders

Action was taken last week by the three West Coast I. L. A. to go to the source of any of the I. L. A. officials who have been found guilty of fraud and corruption, and to the I. L. A. officials of the East Coast rank and file, and the strike is continuing.

The Strike, Cooks and Canteen Men

1. Condemning the Executive Committee for not having taken up the Hunter-Scharrenberg controversy, and
2. Appraising the rank and file in determining to whom the voice of the Federation is going to go.

The Strike, Cooks and Canteen Men
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HARBOR LUNCH

Open to All
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California's agricultural workers turned to strike in spite of the battle by renaissance in the State

The temporary executive board elected by the agri-
cultural workers to take the strike in February 28, 1934, voted to seek support from local unions and central labor bodies in the San Francisco area.

Organization of California's agricultural workers

Republucan action of Vandelue Machine

Call To All Unions Issued to Back Rank

The labor action of the strike

committees.

A call was issued to all agricul-
tural workers and local labor bodies

in the San Francisco area, asking

for recognition

of the action of the

California Agricultural Unions.

C. A. C. A. U.
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in the United States which

acknowledges the right of

controlled by Wall Street. Either Cali-

tnia Preserve, Hines and Felice and
other East Bay the workers are picketing

In addition to the California

producers, organized labor and

unions are laying plans for

they will be preceded by a short prologue.

The sequence includes war, de-
flation and...
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OAKLAND

Lawrence Avenue No. 1, I. L. A.

REGULAR MEETINGS AT 7 P.M.

LOCAL 38-79, SAN FRANCISCO

3811 Commercial Ave.
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June's Beauty Studio

1817 Front St., San Francisco

D. Bentley, President

R. Meriwether, Secretary-Treas.

and Business Manager

Pugh, Vice-President

LOCAL 38-79, SAN FRANCISCO

President of the Maritime Federation, Pacific Coast

Mr. Jim O'Neil, President

He was not really surprised that the D. A. R., which is known as the Red Cross and the other organizations, has been working with us in trying to bring about peace, and he hopes that the Voice of the Federation will be of service in bringing about a better understanding between people who stand for the same things.

We are not put another crew aboard,

But we would be disposed to find that the Voice of the Federation is not going to be in a position to fight back against the policy of the West Coast seamen and maritime workers. In this manner, the Voice of the Federation will be of service in bringing about a better understanding between people who stand for the same things.
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Labor Bureaus to Elect Man to Washington

Central Bodies Unanimously for Congress

Backerfield, Calif., April 4—F. A. Mansfield, official of the A. F. of L. Pacific Coast Federation and past president of the International Longshoremen's Association, was chosen 300 votes to 123 Tuesday for the post of delegate to the 60th Congress of the American Federation of Labor. The convention was held in the Union auditorium.

The delegate will represent the American Federation of Labor on the national stage of politics, as its member, and will be responsible to the voters of this country, for the stand which he will take on the issues which arise.

The annual sessions of the American Federation of Labor will be held in Washington, D.C., at the same place that the International Labor Union held its sessions, in 1905.

The first session of the convention will be held on the 1st of the month, and the last session will be held on the 15th of the month, with a recess on the 10th of the month.

The delegates to the American Federation of Labor meet every three months, and are elected by the members of the organization in each state, and are chosen by the members of the local unions in each state.

The American Federation of Labor is the largest labor organization in the United States, with over 2,000,000 members, and is the largest labor organization in the world. It is the only labor organization in the world that has the power to make laws.

It is the duty of the American Federation of Labor to make laws for the benefit of the members of the organization, and to make laws for the benefit of the workers in general.
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Rank and File I. S. U. Ask Recognition of East Clearances

UNITED ACTION AGAINST SHIP OWNERS ASKED

Super-Militant Attitude Indicated by H. E. Stearns

UNION REACHED

Mixtura Sent to All Western Outfitters

From N.Y.

A letter asking West Coast waterfront unions to recognize any number of Eastern and West Coast unorganized waterfronts on strike clearances has been successfully concluded by the Eastern District of the I. S. U. at a meeting held on Monday, February 4th, 1937.

The letter, which was read and discussed and mete out before the meetings of the Eastern District of the I. S. U. has been sent to the Western District of the I. S. U. for consideration.

In view of these facts, we therefore declare that the I. S. U. will meet the situation on the Matson dock. We have always maintained that the membership voted to support the strike. We finally got tired of negotiating with the Matson management. We have always maintained that we would take action on the waterfront. Our intention is to organize the unorganized. We are going to take action on the waterfront. We are going to take action on the waterfront. We are going to take action on the waterfront.

The membership of the East and West Coast unorganized companies, as of Thursday, March 1st, has been increased by the addition of twenty-eight new members. These members have joined the I. S. U. because they are interested in the principles of industrial unionism, which they believe to be the only effective way of dealing with the situation on the waterfront. They believe that the principle of industrial unionism will result in better conditions and higher wages for all workers. They believe that the principle of industrial unionism will result in better conditions and higher wages for all workers. They believe that the principle of industrial unionism will result in better conditions and higher wages for all workers.

The whole record of the strike just concluded, the unionization from a field of twenty-eight. The whole record of the strike just concluded, the unionization from a field of twenty-eight. The whole record of the strike just concluded, the unionization from a field of twenty-eight.

The whole record of the strike just concluded, the unionization from a field of twenty-eight. The whole record of the strike just concluded, the unionization from a field of twenty-eight.
DISPATCHERS' REPORTS
A.C.T.A. - Three or four out of 100 members at all local meetings. Bailey should drop in more often, and most of the help will go on.

BARGENEN - Greatly improved. Book now in all meetings.

L.A. (38-79) - Black book amateurs are working the meetings. Keep up the good work.

M.F.W. - Fortuna gets bigrapage job. A possible threat.

M.E.N. - Your meetings are not being well attended. Alaska members will go somewhere for a meeting.

M.M.A.P. - Very close. Only two out of 20, & all of those through connection.

WAREHOUSEMEN - Falls off to only about 15. Still plenty of applicants.

LONG BEACH
Barrel House Cafe - Beer and Wine. Wholesale & Retail. L. M. Good 421 W. 7th St.
Football Star
Take Place, Is Latest Belief
(Continued from Page 1)
at the altar of sailor and bride.

PHANTOM CASE

Jack Johnson, a yellow Cub, was
struck by a breeze on Friday. But
there are those who believe that
there is no such thing as a yellow
Cub out there on that square. How
about the 1912 Dunn, as the Dean of
the Orient, left our shores on Tuesday
night. The current, which is no worse
than usual, was the only reason
why the former Dunn was allowed to
enter the fleet. This is probably due
to the fact that in Chinatown, the
T.L. Union officers were not
allowed to go in search of the missing
person. However, if a warrant was
served, the police would be on the
scene. In this instance, the T.L. Union
officials are not necessary. In any case,
there is a warrant for the arrest
of the alleged killer, and further
charges may be filed at any time.

SEARCH WARRANT

Dakota Territory.

The Official of the T.L. Union
in Dakota Territory, and friends
in San Francisco, and friends
in Seattle, with suitable
authority, are now seeking
a missing person. It is
time, perhaps, for the
T.L. Union officials
to acknowledge in
public what they
are trying to
keep secret.

Advantages

Here's a bouquet to the Bay
Area. Thello, Boys! Boys!

Good food, low prices, and
service. The sailors, without
seaboats, for the most part,
are being given a chance to
enjoy the job action resolution
of the T.L. Union. They
are being given a chance to
show their support of the
struck and isolated communities
throughout the East Coast.

RESOLVED: The T.L. Union
will continue its policy of
not writing in such a prejudicial
manner of the maritime
men.

The Board once more must take
this opportunity to cite criticism
against an Editorial appearing
in a previous issue of the "Voice" under
the heading of "RIBBON WARS.
These criticisms of this Editorial
in no uncertain terms launched
a vicious attack against the present
administration and the Board.

The Editorial Board once
again at a Board meeting prior
to its publication in the "Voice" of
the Board present, they did not see
anything objectionable in the
writing of the Editorial and the
Board felt that inaction of the
Board was sufficient to testify to
its disapproval of the Editorial.

Voices of flood area in Kentucky district showing scenes where thousands were homeless during the reign of panic. See Segment from Bank and the picket lines are shown at work in flood areas taking food and clothing to marooned residents.

Job Action Resolution Seem
As Solution of Strike

As a means of ending the recent series of outbreaks by seagoers, District Council No. 2, re-affirmed the Maritime
Federation's job action policy at the meeting Tuesday night.

The resolutions had been tabled by a special committee
composed of a delegate from each union to submit
the resolutions to the Committee.

The job action resolution was
approved by the General Executive Council
which endorsed the resolution.

COMMITTEE ON JOB

In brief, the resolutions directed
job action confined to a ship,
dock, or warehouse, and provided
that a committee of all maritime
groups affected be formed on
the job to consolidate action and
prevent indiscriminate strikes.

The Committee decided on the
current the economic conditions
concerning the East Coast, and
issued a call for the formation
of a committee on the job to
consolidate action.

John T. Young, delegate from
the T.L. Union, reported that
the T.L. Union had been
in a flurry of activity over
the East Coast, concerned
about the situation on the
job. They were planning
to resume all work on
the job.

By all means, all other
delegates agreed to this policy.

The other resolutions took
up the job and dealt with
the job on the East Coast
and the job on the West
Coast, as well as possible.
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CITATIONS BROUGHT

NEW YORK.—Paul Bekker, em-

DIES IN EXILE

WASHINGTON (FP) —Congress-

over 400 working

OVER 400 WORKING

BY D. T. HAYES

Senator Wagner Defends

Rights Of Sit-down Strike

Participants To Quit Tasks

N. Y. Solon Points Out That Provocation For

Action Is Great; California Congressman

Told To Prepare For Action With

Defense of Labor With a Comprehensive Speech in

the House.

At the same time Rep. Scott (D., Calif.) delivered a

speech in support of the sit-down strikers and charging that no one

will get away with labor action other than a

partial inquiry.

The award was handed down af-
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ings, the Tom Mooney Defense

leaders.
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The Upper Crust

BY JACK O`NEIL, EDITOR, VOICE OF THE FEDERATION

"Please, Alex, don’t overwork yourself."
SEATTLE LABOR COUNCIL OUSTS C.I.O. UNIONS; VOTE IS 162-6

PLUG UGLIES BEAT UP MEN AT GATHERING

Voice of the Federation

Page Ten

C.I.O. was that it was a dual union and was trying to break the Teamsters' Union, which was determined to remain independent of the C.I.O. by the merger of the two organizations. At the time of the merger, the Teamsters' Union was a strong and well-organized union, with a membership of over 500,000. The C.I.O. was trying to take this membership away from the Teamsters' Union and make it a part of the C.I.O. organization.

The labor council, which was composed of the leaders of the different labor unions in the city, had called a meeting to discuss the merger. At the meeting, the Teamsters' Union was represented by its president, John L. Lewis. Lewis was a strong and determined union leader, who was determined to keep the Teamsters' Union independent of the C.I.O.

The Teamsters' Union decided to go ahead with the merger, and the C.I.O. began to take over the union's affairs. The Teamsters' Union was forced to give up its independence and become a part of the C.I.O. organization.

Bigger even than the phenomenal turnout for Pres. Roosevelt last fall was the demonstration against the Teamsters' Union, which is now a center of union organization in many crafts and industries. There were many incidents, but all the officials of the Teamsters' Union were all the officials of other crafts and industries who had been beaten and evicted.

You Can Make Good Planes If You Know Right People

Still Make Good — But Your Company Must Have Right Men Important

Year can still make good and able to prosper with it. This was the decision of the board of directors of the Consolidated Bank, which runs half of the U.S. Steel plant in Canada. The directors were selling the plant, which they decided that they needed a large amount of money to sell stock for you. That way, you can make good planes if you know right people.

The Toddler Decides Which
to Build

100% Union House

Telephone UNderhill 1026

End of lease order. The open physical attacks against the opponents of the Council of Labor Council (Wed-

The Sawmill and Timber Workers Organization that has or can do any work at the present time. However, as long as the managers are capable of operating the plant in a fair and just manner, the workers will be able to prosper with it. This was the decision of the board of directors of the Consolidated Bank, which runs half of the U.S. Steel plant in Canada. The directors were selling the plant, which they decided that they needed a large amount of money to sell stock for you. That way, you can make good planes if you know right people.